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October 9th, 2014 
 
 

POWERLINK Convention, a close up on Open-Source technology in Reggio Emilia 
The world premiere of the event wanted by EPSG and organized by Messe Frankfurt Italia addressed to 
the Italian market: a remarkable success dedicated to the POWERLINK technology. 
 
 
The POWERLINK Convention held on October 8th at the Tecnopolo in Reggio Emilia has no precedents, 
as a matter of fact it is the first event of this kind worldwide. EPSG (Ethernet Powerlink Standardization 
Group), organizing the event in cooperation with Messe Frankfurt Italia, chose Italy as it is an excellent 
meeting point for all market players who have already adopted or are interested in this technology. The 
Italian market can count on top rated OEMs, qualified end users and skilled integrators, besides 
suppliers of POWERLINK devices. 
 
The success of the event has been proven by the visitors’ turnout and profile: more than 150 
participants among OEMs, end users, system integrators, engineering firms and design studios, 
developers, technical managers, plant directors, professors and researchers interested in industrial real 
time Ethernet based technologies. Results exceeded all expectations and proved the attention on the 
focuses of the three conferences “Sensors and actuators”, “Technology Integrators” and “Control 
systems”.  
 
The Convention was an opportunity for all participants to analyze the technical aspects of this matter, 
thanks to the presence of the industry experts, to meet the end users who are already using this bus 
with real application advantages, as well as to see in first person the wide range of products with 
POWERLINK interface, presented by the sponsoring partners: ABB, B&R, Cognex, Comau, Eaton, Festo, 
Hilscher, HMS, Laumas, MTS Sensor, NORD DRIVESYSTEMS and TELESTAR.  
 
"The Convention turned out to be the greatest Italian event dedicated to an industrial communication 
standard and the demonstration of the success POWERLINK is having in Italy. All this shows that Italian 
industry acknowledges the importance of the communication network as backbone to design more 
modern machines on”, declares Stéphane Potier, Technology Marketing Manager EPSG, who declares, 
“POWERLINK is the bus that perfectly embraces the idea of integrated automation, key to success for 
Italian OEMs, end users and system integrators."  
 
www.powerlinkconvention.com 
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Company background 
The Ethernet POWERLINK Standardization Group (EPSG) is an independent organization founded in 2003 by leading 
companies from the fields of motion control and automation technology. Its aims are the standardization and further 
development of the POWERLINK protocol first introduced by B&R in 2001. This high-performance real-time 
communication system is an advanced protocol based on the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard designed to ensure real-
time data transfer in the microsecond range. The EPSG cooperates with leading standardization organizations such as 
CAN in Automation (CiA) and the IEC. Anton Meindl, business manager of Controls at B&R, is the organization's CEO. 
 

Background information on Messe Frankfurt 
Messe Frankfurt is one of the world's leading trade show organizers with around 543* million euros in sales and 
2,026* employees worldwide. The Messe Frankfurt Group has a global network of 28 subsidiaries and approx. 50 
international Sales Partners, giving it a presence for its customers in more than 150 countries. Events “made by 
Messe Frankfurt” take place at more than 30 locations around the globe. In 2013, Messe Frankfurt organized 114* 
trade fairs, of which more than half took place outside Germany. Messe Frankfurt’s exhibition grounds, featuring 
578,000 square metres, are currently home to ten exhibition halls and an adjacent Congress Center. The company is 
publicly owned, with the City of Frankfurt holding 60 percent and the State of Hesse 40 percent. 
For more information, please visit our website at: www.messefrankfurt.com 
* preliminary numbers (2013) 

 


